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 Next Meeting:  

 Thursday April 27th, 
2017 at 6:30 PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 318 
Keary St, New West-

 Food Providers:  
David Middleton 
Shawn Mohammed 
Dan Moleschi 
Scott Morgan 
Jean Morneau 
Cathy Nakagawa 

 Greeters:  
Jim Johnson 
Shawneen Kamlade 
Dan Lemire 
Art Liestman 
Brian Lunt 
Rob McKay 
Michael McLaren 

 Main Speaker:  
Alan Cusworth – 
Offset Turning in  
Chuck 

 FoF Speaker:  
Lance Rossington – 
Spindle Turning Ba-
sics 

 President’s Chal-
lenge: 
This month – 
“Bottom”  
Next time (May) – 
“Decoration”  
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As I write this, Keith Godschall is here giving his demo and class. I didn’t have a chance to attend but 
I hope those of you who did enjoyed it. I will read about what I missed in the newsletter. 

I am hoping that some of you have stepped up to help with the 2017 AAW Collaborative Challenge to 
be displayed in Kansas City in June.  To celebrate Canada’s 150 anniversary we have decided to make 
that our theme – Canada 150. It’s a great way to work together and see a beautiful piece of art come 
together. Remember, the idea is to build a project where as many people as possible participate.  It 
would be great if we got 100% participation. We will talk about the project at the meeting and about 
plans for several Play Shops to be held at the KMS workshop. Please get involved. Contact Bruce 
Campbell for more info. 

Remember the AAW is offering 50% off first year memberships in its organization until June 30th. 
This is a full membership including access to all the web tutorials, information and a one year sub-
scription to the magazine American Woodturner. This is an excellent way to be introduced to the 
wealth of Info there is on their website. I will have a handout at the meeting. Check it out. It is well 
worth the money. You can sign up at http://tiny.cc/AAWNewGen 

This month’s President’s challenge was suggested by Cathy Nakagawa. She said we had done ‘top’ so 
why not ‘bottom’. Looking forward to seeing what you come up with. 

I was visiting the Audain Art Museum in Whistler this month and was surprised to see some fine 
pieces for sale in their boutique from Allan Cusworth, Larry Stevenson and Ed Pretty. Not only were 
they beautiful pieces, but the person working there was very excited about them and knew a little 
about each turner and our Guild. I must say I was very proud to be connected to a Guild that was so 
well respected at an art museum. 

Speaking of Allan, he will be showing us how to turn a multi-centre 
goblet at this month’s meeting. Hope to see you there. 

Happy Turning! 

 

Bill  

April’s President’s Challenge: Bottom 

May’s President Challenge: Decoration 

Bill Fowle  

President's	Column		
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Front	Cover:	
Larry	Stevenson	–	
Sculptural	Form	

We were all delighted with the number of members at the last meeting.  Over 80 people enjoyed the 
pre-meeting activities and the main presentation.  This month we have tried to capture some of the 
excitement of the meeting with reports from Focus on Fundamental, Tech Talk, and the main 
presentation.  And, as usual, we have images from the Instant Gallery and President’s Challenge.  
Also read the interview with Robert Stewart about his comic book pens. 

There was not enough time to include details of the excellent demonstration given by Keith 
Godschall.  You will read about it in our next edition. 

Turning 101 continues to evolve with nearly 20 members going through the program to teach people 
to turn safely.  Read below the report on the most recent session and the next session coming in May
-June. 

As usual, feedback is good to receive and we are always looking for interesting articles about turning 
and Guild activities. 

Bruce Campbell     eÉuxÜà VtÜÄáÉÇ 
Editor    Publisher 

Bruce Campbell  

Editor's	Notes	

Growing Guild 
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By Phil Vetra 

ABC	and	Woodturning	101	
	with	Ed	Pretty	and	Barry	Wilkinson		

I asked Ed Pretty to talk about an advanced ver-
sion of woodturning ABC that is being taught in 
the Woodturning 101 classes that he recently 
lead. 

He started with a bowl blank that had the cor-
ners cut off and a hole drilled in the center about 
1” deep. The hole is for a wood screw that the 
blank is screwed all the way to the chuck jaws for 
stability. 

Ed said that he prefers to concentrate on the 
push cut alone rather than both push and pull 
cuts. Both require a different technique, so stu-
dents don’t get confused between the two. 

Then he talked about those things that are be-
yond what we normally consider as basic 
woodturning ABCs. Anchor - much more than 
simply putting the tool firmly on the tool rest - 
involves attention to stance and the roles the up-
per and lower body play in securing the tool. B is 
for Bevel, emphasizing that the tool will always 
want to cut in the direction and those things that 
are considered that affect that. C is for Cut where 
initiating a cut and continuing it has different 
considerations. 

Ed talked about the stance and foot positions you 
should have to help you get greater movement to 
produce better cuts.  He stressed that you should 
be comfortable from start to finish. Your stance 
should be wide enough to be in balance from the 
beginning to the end of the cut. You should use 
your whole body mass rather than just your 

hands or arms to both reduce vibration and fa-
tigue. Your knees must be flexed so that your an-
kles, knees and hips can flex to produce cuts and 
still have control over the form.  This is not pos-
sible when your legs are straight. Start off by 
placing yourself at the end of the cut then place 
your weight on your right foot at the start of the 
cut. With your right knee bent, slowly transfer 
your weight over to the left foot and bend the left 
knee at the end of the movement. 

The idea is to have the bevel follow that move-
ment, from start to finish. Ed made a reference 
to a downhill skier where there is a lot of move-
ment in the lower body yet a quiet upper body. 

He talked about how your hands have separate 
jobs. The principle job of the forward hand is to 
keep the bevel on the wood. He states that if you 
push too hard you get chatter and if you don’t 
push hard enough the tool leaves the wood so 
causing loss of control. The lower hand transfers 
the power from your legs to feed the tool into the 
cut. It also controls the “open-ness” of the flute.  
When the flute is pointing upward (often called 
“open”) the gouge will give its most aggressive 
cut.  When it is closed (with the flute pointing to 
the right or left) it will give the least aggressive 
cut. 

(Continued on page 5) 
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When facing off the blank Ed changed his footing 
so that he had a transverse motion. This allows the 
power to come from your back leg and also pro-
vides greater stability. 

Ed talked about how the upper hand is used to 
keep the tool on the wood. If you put your fingers 
under the tool or wrap it with your hand, there is a 
tendency to pull the tool away from the wood. Once 
the tool is in the cut all that is required is medium 
pressure towards the work piece to keep the tool on 
the wood. The rotation of the work typically pro-
vides enough force to keep the tool on the rest. 

When initiating a cut, Ed starts his cut with the 
flute closed and engaging the tool rest with his 
hand for support then slowly lifts the back of the 
handle to start the cut. As the cut starts he rotates 
the handle to open the flute for the best shearing 

action and then feeds the tool into the cut. 

When making a tenon for the chuck he prefers to 
have a clean cut instead of a scraped cut as the fi-
bers are torn in two places creating an uneven grip-
ping for the chuck which can lead to vibration. 

When hollowing a bowl you have to remember the 
center is turning slower than the rim so you should 
slow the feed so you don’t have tear out in the cen-
ter.  

If you get a vibration, placing your finger/fingers 
on the outside of the bowl helps to dampen the ef-
fect resulting in a better cut. 

Tool rest height was a question asked. It depends 
on the tool thickness, lathe height and the turner’s 
height. In most cases, the tool rest should be ad-
justed so that the turner can stand comfortably 
with the tool at a downward angle and the tool’s 
cutting edge is slightly higher than center.  

I would like to thank Ed and Barry for your efforts 
for club support. 
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By Bruce Campbell, photos by Jay Mapson  

A	Closer	Look	–	Comic	Book	Pens	made	
by	Robert	Stewart		

Robert Stewart is a new member who has been an 
avid woodworker for over 10 years where he spe-
cializes in smaller pieces such as decorative boxes.  
He simply does not have the room to do larger 
projects.  He had a tiny taste of turning in high 
school but only returned to it 2 years ago when a 
mini lathe arrived for Christmas.  He also has been 
an avid comic book fan since childhood – especial-
ly DC Comics. 

At a wood show some years ago he saw a crafter 
that was using epoxy resins in interesting ways to 
accent the wood.  That got him interested in add-
ing resins to his own work and through practice 
and experimentation he has developed his skills 
with application, de-bubbling, colouring, polishing 
and so on. 

Robert describes himself as “totally YouTube 
taught” and as the father of a young daughter he 
found himself turning “magic” wands a lot.  Later 
he found that pen turning was an easy gateway 
into other interesting projects so he bought a man-
drel and began making pens.   

But basic pens soon became boring and spurred 
on by his interest in mix-media he wanted to in-
corporate resins into his work.  He began by cast-
ing his own block of resin and then drilling them, 
but felt that was quite wasteful.  Searching differ-
ent suppliers he found one that sold moulds that 

allowed him to cast the barrel of his pens directly 
in to the resin.  And then his other passion of com-
ic books stepped in and he began experimenting 
with ways to wrap the barrels with pieces of comic 
book before casting them with clear resin.  We 
have had the privilege of seeing a number of his 
creations that have extend pen turning in marvel-
ous ways.  

I asked Robert where he sees this taking him and 
he is already started.  He described casting some 
maple burl in clear resin that he intends to turn 
and he wants to explore using it as filler in the 
voids of bowl blanks.  The excitement I heard in 
his voice as he talked about the possibilities tells 
me that we will be seeing some exciting things 
from him in the future. 

Professionally Robert spent many years in the BC 
Ambulance Service but now manages a local 
branch of a large environmental testing company. 
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Feather/Flame Figure 
George started us off this month with an interest-
ing piece of fresh-cut cherry with multiple forks.   

His question was 
what to do with the 
piece now that the 
proper cut has re-
vealed the feathers.  
There were three 
parts to the discus-
sion.  One was 
about how to en-
sure the feather 
would remain in 
the finished prod-
uct.  As the feather figure is often quite shallow this 
restricts the options to a thin platter, a shallow 
dish, or a natural edge bowl.   

The next part of the discussion was about manag-
ing the wood as it dries so as to not have it crack.  
We discussed that it must be rough turned before it 
reached its critical saturation point (CSP).  If need-
ed, it could be frozen to suspend it from drying un-
til roughing it.  Then we talked about treatments 
including boiling for 2-3 hours or microwaving in 2
-3 minute intervals.  This will speed drying and 
help to reduce cracking which, in cherry, is almost 
a certainty. 

George promised to look into it and bring back the 
finished result. 

Quill Plug 
I brought in a little device to help keep the morse 
taper in my tailstock clean.  I turned a wooden 
morse taper with a small knob on the end pop it in 
the quill whenever I remove the live center and it 
keeps the chips and dust out.  Alan reported anoth-
er simple and effective solution for managing a 
similar problem. Roger Pitts of the Fraser Valley 
uses an old tennis ball with a slot cut in it that he 

squeezes open and pops right over the live centre. 

Medullary Rays 
We spoke briefly about medullary rays in wood.  I 
have found that when these rays are well-formed in 
wood there is less cracking when the wood dries.  
Thus, all fruit woods, arbutus (madrone), and yew 
are local woods that crack readily unless carefully 
managed before drying.  This means rough turning 
an then treating in some way like boiling in water 
for 2-3 hours.   

Wikipedia reports the following about medullary 
rays: 

In botany, medullary rays 
(pith rays or wood rays) are 
sheets or ribbons extending 
vertically through the tree 
perpendicular to the growth 
rings. The cells in each ray 
are elongate and horizontal. 
These are living cells, unlike 
the dead cells of the wood xy-
lem. 

The rays allow the radial 
transmission of sap. If wood 
is cut into boards with the 

By Bruce Campbell 

Photos by David Sweet 

Tech	Talk	

Quill Plug 
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growth rings roughly perpen-
dicular to the face of the 
board, the medullary rays of-
ten produce beautiful "figure" 
such as silver grain, medul-
lary spots, pith flecks, etc. 

Boot Dryer for drying wood 
One participant reported using a boot and glove 
drier to help dry roughed out pieces.  He says it 
significantly reduces drying time without a noticea-
ble change in cracking, 

Go/Nogo Jig and why would you need one 
Paul asked me to review Michael Blankenship’s go/
nogo jig that is integral to how he turns a bowl.  
His process, and need for his go/nogo jig, is in-
formed by the fact he is blind and his need to be 
able to know exactly where the bottom of the bowl 
is. Here is a summary of his process. 

1. Cut a tenon on the bottom of the bowl 
2. Grab the blank with that tenon 
3. Cut a mortise on the inside of the blank that is 

“the right size” 
4. Expand a chuck into that mortise  
5. Flatten the bottom and cut a mortise that is 

“the right size” 

6. Finish the outside of the bowl 
7. Reverse the piece and expand the jaws into the 

mortise from Step 5 
8. Finish the inside of the bowl using his depth 

gauge to determine the thickness at the bottom. 

Michael’s go/nogo jig is a simple block of metal 
that is the maximum outside diameter that his jaws 
will expand on one end and the minimum outside 
diameter they will close on the other.  When he is 
sizing a mortise it must be bigger than the small 
end of his jig (otherwise his jaws will not fit in the 
mortise) and smaller than the large end of the jig 
(otherwise his jaws cannot expand wide enough to 
grab). 

For sighted people Michael’s process may seem 
needlessly complex but it affords him a repeatable 
way to turn bowls without going through the bot-
tom; which even we sighted folks seem to be able 
to do regularly. 

If you want more review on this method have a 
look in the Oct 2016 edition of the newsletter. 

Plan to bring your questions and ideas to Tech Talk 
at the next meeting.  As we share together we learn 
together. 



Problem – The bevel is too long 
Solution 1 – shorten the bevel 
There are ways to deal with the situation where the 
bevel is too long to stay along a tight radius curve; 
shorten the bevel or round it. 

Rounding the bevel is grinding it so that it is con-
vex – rounding out.  This allows the cutting edge to 
stay in contact with the piece while the trailing 
edge (the heel) does not touch.  This is an ad-
vantage in this situation but in the remainder of 
the cuts it significantly reduces the support that 
the bevel gives to the cut. 

Another approach is to grind the heel of the bevel 
away.  This is often referred to as “relieving the 
bevel”.  Again, this is a trade-off as it does allow for 
cutting in a tighter radius but, again, it reduces the 
support of the tool in all other cuts. 

 
Figure 2 

A third approach is to reorient the bevel by severe-
ly drop the handle of your gouge as you approach 
the bottom.  This has the effect of presenting the 
bevel somewhat across the curve and that reduces 
the “apparent” length of the bevel while still 
providing a fully supported cut.  This does take 
some practice as you must learn that the gouge be-
gins to cut sideways rather than “forward”. 

Solution 2 - Change the Bevel Angle 
By making the bevel angle more shallow it is possi-
ble to go farther along the inside before the shaft of 
the gouge fouls on the lip of the bowl.  If things are 
just right you may even get through the tightest 
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Many of us are inspired by the appeal for Beads of Courage vessels.  But, projects that are about as deep 
as they are wide present special challenges. Getting a supported push cut all the way through the inside 
of such a bowl can range from difficult to impossible.  Here I will discuss some strategies to deal with 
“deep” bowls. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 
Figure 1 illustrates the problem.  In the upper and mid 
regions of the bowl there is no problem.  The cut is fully 
supported with the gouge firmly on the toolrest, con-
trolled by the back hand, and with the bevel floating 
along the wood.  But, near the bottom the shank of the 
tool begins to foul on the rim of the bowl making it im-
possible to keep the bevel in contact with the wood (A).  
In addition, the radius of the curve at the bottom area may 
be too tight to allow the bevel to stay on the curve (B). 

  

with Bruce Campbell 

Wrestling	With	Deep	Bowls		
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part and across the bottom.  The one challenge is 
that as you start across the bottom of the bowl it is 
more difficult to stay with a push cut.  This will 
make a rough cut which will increased tear-out.  
But at least you will be able to complete the cut. 

Professional Grind 
The popularity of the fingernail grind has made it 
so many people have never heard of the 
“traditional grind (see below).  This grind is very 
easy to make – you just roll the gouge on a flat 
grinding platform set at your preferred bevel angle 
while keeping the shaftt perpendicular to the 
grinding wheel.  It is used just like any other bowl 
gouge but works best on the inside of the bowl.  
Several well-known production bowl turners have 
stated that it is the best grind for inside a bowl.  
Unfortunately it does not offer a wide shearing 
edge like the fingernail grind so is less useful on 
the outside. 

 
Figure 5.3  

Problem – Big overhang over the toolrest 
Regardless of the grind, reaching deep into a bowl 
means a lot of gouge is hanging over the toolrest 
and this makes the tool harder to control.  In my 
experience, adjusting the toolrest into the bowl or 
using a curved toolrest has limited advantage.  It 
does reduce the overhang but it forces you into an 
awkward position pressed up against the toolrest at 
a sharp angle.  For me, a curved toolrest do not 
help either. 

The best approach I have found is to use sharp 
tools, take light cuts and go to larger gouges (5/8”) 
to reduce the bending in the shaft of the tool. 

Multiple gouges 
All the above information may lead you to think 
you should have several different bowl gouges.  I 

agree but I do not use convex or relieved bevels.  I 
prefer to drop my handle low and cut very high on 
the inside of a bowl thus reducing the apparent 
length of my bevel.  I also have both ½” and 5/8” 
gouges with combinations of fingernail and tradi-
tional grinds. 

Solution 3 – Scrapers  
With scrapers moving the toolrest closer to the sur-
face definitely helps.  I recommend trying to keep 
the cutter perpendicular to the surface you are 
scraping and use a small cutter at a shear angle.  
The challenge with scrapers is that they are tearing 
the fibers of the wood rather than cutting them.  
This results in a rougher surface that takes heavier 
sanding to smooth out.  But, if using a scraper 
gives you a nicer curve the trade-off may be worth 
it. 

Solution 3 – hook tool  
Using a hook tool as a viable alternative when 
working in deep bowls.  There are two advantages.  
First, the motion of a hook tool is more of a pull 
than a push so it reduces the pressure on the tool 
when it is extended a long way over the toolrest.  
Second, a properly configured hook tool (like the 
Martel hook tool http://martelhooktool.com/
ENG/CAN/outils_can_EN.html ) is like a small 
gouge on a stick.  When used properly it cuts the 
fibers rather than scraping them.  This tool works 
much better on end-grain projects but also can be 
applied in cross-grain application with some care. 

The main disadvantage of the Martel hook tool is 
that for the cuts I make on the bottom of a deep 
bowl the lathe must be turning in reverse.  This 
takes a little while to learn but is actually much 
easier on the body (especially the back). 

I hope you en-
joyed my demon-
stration and if 
you have ques-
tions please con-
tact me directly 
at bvcam-
pell@telus.net. 

(Continued from page 9) 
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by Bruce Campbell, photos by Barry Wilkinson 

Turning	101	–	In	Depth	Learning	

I had the privilege to lead Turning 101 this time 
and spent three consecutive Saturdays with six new 
Guild members.  Building on the excellent work of 
Ed Pretty and Barry Wilkinson I concentrated on 
introducing the participants to the six major tools 
of our craft – the spindle roughing gouge, the 
scraper, the bowl gouge, the spindle gouge, the 
parting tool, and 
the skew.  
Through a series 
of exercises we 
examined each 
tool, discussed 
its used and ben-
efits, looked at 
how to sharpen 
it, and finally 
how to use it.  

Over the three 
days each partic-
ipant made 
LOTS of chips 
but no finished 
projects.  The 
idea was to have 
them learn and practice basic skills so they can 
turn at home safely and with proper fundamentals. 

Over the session we also discussed many related 
topics such as the variations in tools, purchasing 
criteria for tools and equipment, sanding tech-
niques, green wood management, finishing, selling 

your work and more.  I was very pleased with the 
hard work and dedication of all the participants 
and am grateful for the assistance of Barry, Dan, 
and Keith who ably assisted me and the partici-
pants. 

The next Turning 101 will be held on Saturday May 
27, June 3, and 
June 10 from 9 
AM - 4 PM at the 
workshop at 
KMS Tools.  
Claudia Hay-
ward will lead 
the first two Sat-
urdays and will 
cover bowl turn-
ing and I will 
lead the June 
10th session 
where we will 
cover spindle 
turning. 

Barry tells me 
that there is one 

place open for this round and you may secure that 
place by contacting him directly at the next meet-
ing of through his contact information at the end of 
this newsletter.  Remember, you must be a mem-
ber in good standing to enroll in Turning 101. 



 

 

March 2017 

Instant	Gallery	
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Bruce Campbell – Lidded Vessel – 7X5 – Plum, 

Rosewood – Metal Foil, WoP 

David Adolph – Vase – 3.5X7 – 
Apple – Shellawax 

Allan Cusworth – Keepsake Box – 3.5X4 – 
AAA Figured Maple – WoP – Walnut Inlaid 
Disc and Knob 

Allan Cusworth – Eccentric Pedestal 
Bowl – 5X7.25 – Maple – Salad Bowl 
Bees Wax 

Greg Plotnikoff – Hollow Form – 4.25X3 – Maple Burl 
– Black, Blue Dye, Spray Lacquer 

Bryan Whitta – Bowl – 10X4 – Silver Maple – Poly Mix 

Dan Lemire – Pens – Various 
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March 2017 

Instant	Gallery	

Jim Johnson – Lidded Bowl – 6X3 – Quilted Maple – 

Gloss WoP 

Keith Ruttan – Beads of Courage – 6.5X6.5 – Maple – 
WoP  

Kieth Hudson – Sculpture – 11.5X14 – 
Figured, Spalted Maple – Oil, Wax  

Jim Johnson – Hollow Form – 
5X10 – Cherry – Satin WoP 

Keith Hudson – Serenity – 9.5X12 – 
Figured, Spalted Maple – Saman 
Varnish 

Kees Hof – Bowl – 5.25X2 – Black Locust – Fumed, 
Walnut Oil  

Jim Johnson – Suction Fit Box – 4X6.5 – Maple – WoP  



 

 

March 2017 

Instant	Gallery	
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Lin & Jay Mapson – Viking – 5X7 – Arbutus, Amboyna Burl 

Robert Stewart – Star Trek Pen and Pencil – Epoxy  

Larry Stevenson – Sculptural Form – 5X4 – Acacia – Walnut Oil, Ammonia 
Fumed  

Robert Stewart – Pepper Mill 
– Myrtlewood – Wax 
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March 2017 A Square Bowl 

Present's	Challenge	Gallery	

Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowl – 6X2 – Cherry – Tung Oil, Buffed   Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowl – 6X3 Maple – Tung Oil, Buffed  

Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowl – 6X2 – Cherry – Tung Oil, Buffed  
Bruce Capmbell – Square Dish – 9X9X2 – White Oak – Leather 
Dye, WoP, Liming Wax, Sculpted Edges  

Claudia Hayward – Square Bowl – Maple – Unfinished 
Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowl – 7X2 – Walnut – Tung Oil, 
Buffed 

Dan Lemire – Square Bowl – 6X6X3 – London Plain – Buffed, 
Friction Polished  

Dan Lemire – Square Bowl – 6X6X3 – London Plain – Buffed, 
Friction Polished 
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March 2017 A Square Bowl 

Present's	Challenge	Gallery	

Jay & Lin Mapson – Square Bowl – 6X2 – Poplar – Tung Oil 

Claudia Hayward – Square Bowl – Maple – Unfinished  

Greg Plotnikoff – Square Bowl – 4.75X2 – Maple – Red, Yellow 
Dye – WoP  

Jay Mapson – Square Bowl – 6.75X3 – Maple Burl – WoP  

Jay Mapson – Square Bowl – 6X1 – Maple Burl – WoP  
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Greg Stack – Square Bowl – Maple – WoP 

Peter McLaren – Square Bowl with a List – 5X3 – Box Elder – 
Tung Oil  

Keith Ruttan – 3 Square Bowls – 4X3, 5X3, 6.5X4 – Maple Burl – In Progress  

March 2017 A Square Bowl 

Present's	Challenge	Gallery	
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By David Sweet March 2017 

Meeting	Pictures	
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Calendar	of	Events	2016‐17	

Date Time Location Event 

2016 

Sept 24, 2016 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Michael Blankenship – all-day demo 

Sept 28,2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Jim Johnson, small hollowing tools 
Main Speaker – Robert Carlson – Lichtenberg Pyrography 
Done Safely 

Oct 8, 2016 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools 
tentative 

Turning 101 – tba 
Instuctor: tba 

Oct 26, 2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Phil Vetra – Tenons and Mortises for woodturning 
Main Speaker – David MacDonald – Making High-end Clari-
nets 

Nov 12, 2016 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Eric Lofstrom  - all day demo 

Nov 13, 2016 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Eric Lofstrom  - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Nov 23, 2016 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Spiral Turning 

2017 

Jan 25, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Feb 11, 2017 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Kristin Levier - all day demo 

Feb 12, 2017 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Kristin Levier - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Feb 22, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Mar 22, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Apr 22, 2017 9AM – 4PM Sapperton Hall Keith Godschall - all day demo 

Apr 23, 2017 9AM – 4PM KMS Tools Classroom Keith Godschall - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons) 

Apr 27, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – Lance Rossington – Spindle Turning Fundamentals 
Main Speaker – Alan Cusworth – Offset Turning from a Chuck 

May 25, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker – Steve Hansen - TBA 

June 22-25, 
2017   

Kansas City Conven-
tion Center, Kansas 
City, MO 

2017 AAW National Symposium 

Jun 29, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker – Dan Gadassi – Marbling on Wood 

Sep 28, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Oct 26, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 

Nov 23, 2017 6:30 P.M. Sapperton Hall 
Club Meeting 
FoF – tba 
Main Speaker - tba 



GVWG Officers, 
Appointees & Volunteers 

 

Special points 
of interest: 

Next Meeting:  
Thursday April 27th, 

2017 at 6:30 PM,  
Sapperton Hall, 318 
Keary St, New West-
minster BC  

Food Providers:  
David Middleton 
Shawn Mohammed 
Dan Moleschi 
Scott Morgan 
Jean Morneau 
Cathy Nakagawa 

Greeters:  
Jim Johnson 
Shawneen Kamlade 
Dan Lemire 
Art Liestman 
Brian Lunt 
Rob McKay 
Michael McLaren 

Main Speaker:  
Alan Cusworth – 
Offset Turning in  
Chuck 

FoF Speaker:  
Lance Rossington – 

Spindle Turning 

Basics 

President’s Challenge: 
This month – 
“Bottom”  
Next time (May) – 
“Decoration”  

President:  Bill Fowle  604.466.2150  president@gvwg.ca 

Vice President:  Dan Breck  604.597.0027  communications@gvwg.ca 

Secretary:  Des Wilson     secretary@gvwg.ca 

Treasurer:  Bob James       

Member At Large:  Tom Byrom  604.929.1766    

   Brian Lunt  604.942.3928    

   Claudia Hayward  604.462.7597    

   Cathy Nakagawa       

   John Spitters  778.783.0098    

   Barry Wilkinson       

Educational Coordinator:  Larry Stevenson  604.940.9760    

Librarian:  Gerry Vickers  604.463.0760    

Food Chief:  TBD       

FOF Coordinator:  Phil Vetra  604.530.5158    

Turning 101:  Barry Wilkinson  604.536.6870    

Visiting Demonstrator  

Coordinator 

Art Liestman       

Newsletter Editor:  Bruce Campbell  604.944.3028  editor@gvwg.ca 

Newsletter Publisher:  Robert Carlson  604.430.1866    

Digital Photography:  Jay Mapson       

Webmaster:  Steve Hansen  604.585.0638  webmaster@gvwg.ca 


